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As a sniper in WW I, Francis Pegahmagabow was deadly accurate, and 

although difficult to substantiate, was credited with 378 kills. The Ojibway, 

from the Wasauksing First Nation, returned a hero, but it wouldn’t last. (CBC) 

The most decorated First Nations soldier in the history of the Canadian military will get the recognition he never 
received in his lifetime. 

A life-size bronze statue of Francis Pegahmagabow, a little known hero of the First World War, will be erected in 
Parry Sound, Ont., in the spring of 2016. 

The initiative, announced today in Parry Sound, is supported by members of Pegahmagabow’s family 
and Wasauksing First Nation, along with the Town of Parry Sound, author Joseph Boyden and sculptor 
Tyler Fauvelle. 

A life-size bronze statue of Francis Pegahmagabow will be 
erected in Parry Sound, Ont., in the spring of 2016. Picture: 

Preliminary Maquette by Tyler Fauvelle. (Tyler Fauvelle.) 

"I want the work to be noble, to show that the spiritual traditions 
of his people sustained him through the otherworld of 
war," Fauvelle said  in a news release. 
 
"It was very momentous for me, to know that this is going to 
happen. It’s something we can go to in this area and share with 
other people as well," said Pegahmagabow’s granddaughter, 
Theresa McInnes, about the announcement. 

Wasauksing First Nation, where McInnes serves on band 
council, is a 15-minute drive from Parry Sound. McInnes says 
that even though the sculpture isn’t up yet, the support from 
town council, and the publicity the project has received, has 
already created more awareness of her grandfather’s legacy in 
the region. 

 



WW I hero faced poverty and persecution  
As a sniper in the First World War, Pegahmagabow was deadly accurate, and although difficult to substantiate, he 
was credited with 378 kills, as well as the capture of 300 prisoners. The Ojibway from theWasauksing First 
Nation returned a hero, but it wouldn’t last. 

"When he was in uniform, he was considered an equal... by what he could do. When he came back, he just went 
back to being an Indian. Indians at that time were not even Canadian citizens. They were treated like children and 
the Indian agents wanted him to basically sit back and shut up and not say anything," said Adrian Hayes, the author 
of the definitive biography of Pegahmagabow. 

Despite that, Pegahmagabow was chief of his band, always sending letters to Ottawa — even to the prime minister 
— demanding better treatment. Eventually he helped to form some of the first national native-rights movements in 
Canada. The war hero faced poverty and persecution, usually at the hands of Indian agents who controlled even his 
pension and seemed to block every attempt he made to get ahead. 

In 2006, over 80 years after he served, the military finally decided to recognize him, erecting a monument at CFB 
Borden and, with full military honours, naming the building of the 3rd Canadian Ranger Patrol group after him. 

In Parry Sound, In addition to the bronze sculpture, there are plans to produce an educational video 
about Pegahmagabow and Aboriginal Peoples’ military service to Canada. 

"I know his last surviving  son and daughter would be proud, if they were still here today, because they worked so 
hard for something like this to happen," McInnes said. 

	 	



Legendary Ojibwa sniper unsung hero of WW I 
Francis Pegahmagabow experienced poverty and racism on return to Canada 
By Reg Sherren, CBC News Posted: Aug 01, 2014 4:39 PM E 

He was the most decorated First Nations soldier in the history of the Canadian military, but very few people have 
ever heard of Francis Pegahmagabow. 

From the time he signed on in September 1914, until the war ended on Nov. 11, 1918, Francis fought. In fact, of the 
over 600.000 Canadians who served, he was one of only 39 in the Canadian Expeditionary Force to be awarded the 
Military Medal and two bars for valour.   

In a quiet corner of the old cemetery on Wasauksing First Nation, his military stone stands alone, But the legend of 
Cpl. Pegahmagabow has lived on this reserve now for almost a century. 

 
81-year-old Priscilla Pegahmagabow 
visits her father-in-law's grave with the 
help of her daughter, Teresa McInnes 
Pegahmagabow. (CBC) 

“He was a good man,” says his daughter-
in-law, 81-year-old Priscilla 
Pegahmagabow, visiting the cemetery 
with the help of her daughter, 
TeresaMcInnesPegahmagabow. 

“[It’s] very sad, that I didn’t get to know 
him,”  says Teresa, who was born just a 
few weeks after Francis 
Pegahmagabow passed away. 

He was a proud member of the Wasauksing First Nation, a musician who, as a young man, also worked on the lake 
boats as a marine fireman. On one trip, as legend goes, an Ojibwa medicine man told him he would face great 
danger and gave him a leather medicine pouch to keep him safe. 

Then came the First World War, and the call to arms. Early in the war, the Canadian government decided to exclude 
native Canadians from military service but Pegahmagabow somehow managed to slip through.  He was one of the 
first to sign on with the 23rd northern Pioneers overseas contingent. 



He would quickly learn just how brutal this “war to end all wars” would 
be. Trench warfare, deadly German gas attacks, horrific shelling. 
Through it all the young warrior’s reputation grew. 

“He believed that nothing could happen to him,” said Adrian Hayes, 
the author of the definitive biography of Pegahmagabow. “Whether 
you believe these stories about medicine pouches or not, he believed 
it, and I think that’s why he acted the way that he did...and how he got 
through it.” 

As a sniper, he was deadly accurate, and although difficult to 
substantiate, he was credited with 378 kills, as well as the capture of 
300 prisoners. 

His first military medal came in 1916, for facing enemy fire repeatedly 
to dispatch critical messages. There would be another 
at Passchendaele in 1917 and yet another for climbing out of a trench 
under gunfire to resupply ammunition.  

Shot once in the leg, downed by pneumonia, he kept on fighting, even 
when shellfire practically buried him alive. 

'When he was in uniform he was considered an equal...by what he could 
do. When he came back, he just went back to being an Indian. Indians at 
that time were not even Canadian citizens'- Adrian Hayes, biographer 

When it was over, Francis Pegahmagabow had become the most highly decorated aboriginal soldier in the history of 
the Canadian military. He returned a hero, but it wouldn’t last. 

“When he was in uniform he was considered an equal...by what he could do. When he came back, he just went 
back to being an Indian. Indians at that time were not even Canadian citizens. They were treated like children and 
the Indian agents wanted him to basically sit back and shut up and not say anything.” 

It’s not something his family likes to talk about now. The war hero faced poverty and persecution, usually at the 
hands of Indian agents who controlled even his pension, and seemed to block every attempt he made to get ahead. 

Twice, Francis Pegahmagabow was chief of 
his band, always sending letters to Ottawa - 
including the prime minister - demanding 
better treatment. (CBC) 

He had six children with his wife, Eva. Twice, 
he was chief of his band, always sending 
letters to Ottawa — even to the prime minister 
— demanding better treatment. Eventually he 
helped to form some of the first national native 
rights movements in Canada. 

Francis Pegahmagabow died at 64, his lungs 
damaged so badly that he had to sleep in a 



chair to keep them from filling with fluid. On Aug. 5, 1952, a heart attack finally claimed the man his enemies never 
could. 

'I like to think of him as being a warrior in the First World War for Canada, 
and then he came back and because of the way he was treated, he became 
a warrior for his own people, and he suffered greatly in both capacities'-
 Sgt. Peter Moon, CFB Borden 

But decades later his legacy lives on in his granddaughter, Teresa, who serves on Wasauksing's band council, and 
in the many young people who have gone on to sign up to serve. 

In 2006, over 80 years after he served, the military finally decided to recognize him, erecting a monument at CFB 
Borden, and with full military honours, named the building of the 3rd Canadian Ranger Patrol group after him. 

“I like to think of him as being a warrior in the First World War for Canada,” said Sgt. Peter Moon of CFB Borden, 
“and then he came back and because of the way he was treated, he became a warrior for his own people, and he 
suffered greatly in both capacities.” 

“He was standing for equality, not just for natives, but for all Canadians,” said his biographer, Adrian Hayes. 

He was a real Canadian hero, but to Teresa he’s the grandfather she never knew, and yet, she says he’s somehow 
been with her all her life. 

“I’m sure he’s watching over his family as we do his story … he thought a lot of this First Nation and I’m sure he’ll be 
watching over us.” 

	


